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Zayden immediately walked over.

“Hey, you’re here to apply for the bid as well?” Zayden looked at the folder in
Jasper’s hand and chuckled coldly. “You’re just a man who depends on his
woman and you’ve gotten some worthwhile results? Seriously?”

“You want to but unfortunately, you’ll never be able to,” Jasper replied coldly.

Zayden’s eyes darkened as he scoffed. “Laine, don’t be so pleased. I’ve suffered
some losses before, but what does it have to do with you?”

“The winners are Dawson and that person behind him. At best, you’re just a dog
next to them! Stop trying to be a dog that’s threatening people just because of its
master’s power!”

“If that’s the case, why don’t we see who’ll get the last laugh?” Jasper shook the
folder in his hand and said unhurriedly.

Zayden said disdainfully with a scoff, “You don’t have the right to talk to me like
that. Don’t forget you’re just someone who depends on his woman. The Schulers
can kick you away anytime they want.”

Jasper peered at Zayden. He wanted to tell Zayden that the 600 million of the
800 million dollars he invested in the real estate company was handed to him by
Zayden.

“I don’t know whether the Schulers will kick me away, but this time, I’m afraid
your plan is going to be fruitless.”

After Jasper said that, he went straight to the staff to hand them his documents.



“Give me your company’s registration details.”

The staff took down Jasper’s details meticulously. He did not even lift his head,
but when he saw the document Jasper handed to him, he was shocked.

“JW Real Estates Development Co., Ltd. is registering a capital of 1.3 billion?”

When he said that, everyone in the room cast sidelong glances at them.

Especially Zayden who was still at the door and had not left. He clenched his fists
tightly out of jealousy and shock.

JW Real Estates!

He knew that this company was started by Jasper and Wendy just by the name.

Plus, the 1.3 billion registering capital was enough to make a person who was
born in an upper-class family in the province like Zayden suffer from a dizzy spell.

Not everyone was able to take out so much money in this time and age.

Even the Hanks would need to scrimp and save for that amount of money after
suffering the serious injury last time.

He did not need to think to know that the one billion dollars he lost last time must
be in there.

The interweaving jealousy and grievance were devouring Zayden’s heart like
venomous snakes.

Then, he heard something.

“The legal personality is Wendy Schuler and the other shareholder is Jasper
Laine. Are you Jasper Laine?”



“Yes. This is my ID and the legal personality, Wendy Schuler’s, authorization
document.”

“Alright. The details about the two shareholders are complete. This is your
bidding number. Before the auction starts, please transfer a cash deposit of not
less than 50 million dollars to this account. Your qualification to bid will only take
effect after that.”

“Got it. Thanks.”

After the procedure, Jasper walked out of the door.

Zayden stood in front of him, his eyes red. “Did that old dog Dawson give the 1.3
billion to you and Wendy?”

Dawson and Schuler Group did not have any shares in the real estate company!

Actually, if Dawson had given all of the shares to Wendy, Zayden could still
understand. However, Jasper had a 50% share in this and Zayden could not
accept it.

To him, Jasper was benefitting wildly for nothing.

“I was as surprised as you when the Schulers gave me so many shares and
goodies.”

Jasper shrugged. Looking at Zayden who was shaking from jealousy and shock,
he chuckled lightly before saying, “However, the reason he gave me the money
the Hanks family gave to start a company and give me so many shares is that
Wendy and I are on very intimate terms. Are you pissed? Bite me, then.”

“F*ck you!”

Zayden exploded and directly pounced onto Jasper!




